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HARVEST
•

Harvesting fish humanely is crucial to ensuring a high quality product as stress during the harvest
process results in softer or gaping flesh. Huon has adopted a “just-in-time” harvest approach which
involves limited handling and harvesting at night which is less stressful for fish due to their natural
sensitivities to light and vulnerability to predators.

•

Our harvest system is based on the principle of Ikijme. Ikijme originated in Japan, but is now in
widespread use and involves the insertion of a spike quickly and directly into the hindbrain, usually
located slightly behind and above the eye, thereby causing immediate brain death.

•

In 2014, we worked closely with Baader Seafood Innovations to develop a method of harvesting that
has since been rated world’s best practice and is RSPCA UK awarded.

•

In addition, Huon processes all salmon pre-rigor to ensure the firmest protein flesh.

HARVEST PENS
When Huon’s fish reach harvest size (between 4-6kg), they are transferred into the square harvest pens at
Hideaway Bay via one of our wellboats. We harvest to order and harvest at night as the fish are generally
calmer - reducing the amount of lactic acid in the fish. Lactic acid is connected to the rigor time - the longer
the time before the fish goes into rigor the better for flesh quality outcome.
The fish held within the harvest pens are not fed, to minimise feed in their guts which improves processing
outcomes. This process is undertaken in line with RSPCA guidelines for farmed salmon. If they are held
within the pens for an extended period, they are fed maintenance rations (an amount of feed to maintain their
weight and condition). In order to get the fish from the harvest pens into the harvest system, they are
crowded (nets are pulled smaller) and the fish swim up a pipe against the water current. We undertake
crowding in line with RSPCA guidelines for farmed salmon.

HARVEST SYSTEM
Our harvest system works by utilising the salmon’s natural instincts to swim against the current. They then
swim down a slide and are automatically stunned and bled. In addition to automatic stunners, the Harvest
team have manual stunners to ensure that all fish are stunned and bled before they leave the system.
Huon’s harvest is recorded on CCTV for RSPCA review.
Upon leaving the system, the fish slide into harvest tankers (converted milk tankers) filled with ice slurry to
maintain the fish at below 5 degrees Celsius on arrival at the processing facility (PMC) and between 1-3
degrees before being processed; this is achieved by adding extra ice once the trucks arrive at PMC.
We produce ice slurry at our ice plant at Port Huon – which is a salt/ice combination; salt water has a lower
freezing temperature which prevents the slurry from freezing into a solid block of ice. Over the course of the
tanker’s journey from Dover to the NW the fish are chilled before arriving at PMC pre-rigor. We use one
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refrigerated truck (for Macquarie Harbour harvests) which ensures the fish remain at the desired processing
temperature on the journey from Strahan to NW.
Huon is trialling (2022) direct harvest from the Ronja Huon; eliminating the need for fish to be moved multiple
times from grow-out pens to harvest pods. Less intervention is better for fish survivability and the direct
harvest method reduces the exposure of fish to the pump by 50% (one pump vs two). Plus, the wellboats
can continuously monitor DO (crowding during pod harvest can create issues with DO) and can also chill
water to the right temperature to keep fish calm. Prior to permanent use the process must receive
endorsement by the RSPCA.
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